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Ta ble of Con te n ts
The word Quai derives its origin from the word kuai (kuài). “Kuai” is a colloquial measure
word for money, like “quid” in the UK and “buck” in the US, but it is the word used in
everyday Mandarin. The word “kuai” literally means “piece,” and is the word used historically
for coins made of silver or copper.
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“Building the world’s
cryptocurrency on a scalable
EVM compatible merged mined
hierarchy of blockchains.”
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I n tro d u cti o n

We b e li eve t h a t t h e f ut ure
of h u m an c o mm e rc e w i l l b e
con d u cte d o n b l o c kc h a i n s . Q ua i
i s com m i t ted to o f fe r i n g a t r ul y
d e ce n t r al i ze d , s c a l a b l e , a n d
se cu re pl atfo r m fo r t h e wo r l d .
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M i s si o n

“We see Quai Network’s unique
approach to scalability as a
fundamental shift to how blockchain
technology will operate in the future.”
Quote from Olaf Carlson-Wee, Founder and CEO of Polychain Capital.

Creating a truly decentralized and
global digital money is no easy task.
As the demand for decentralized
commerce continues to grow, existing
blockchain networks are pushed to
their limits. In the hopes of achieving
scalability, many ecosystems are
turning to centralized systems,
controlled by actors with unknown
intent.
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Relying on systems that utilize private
infrastructure and potentially malicious
validator sets for global capacity is no
better than the traditional monetary
solutions in place today. Quai can do
better.
The future of digital money must be
truly open, decentralized, and
accessible to provide an equal playing
field.
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Scalability

Everyone, Everywhere,
Every Time.
Scalability refers to increasing the amount of transactions and contract volume a blockchain
network can handle. There have been many failed attempts to scale blockchains, such as
Layer 2s and validator-based chains which compromise decentralization & security.

Quai Network is a hierarchy of merged
mined blockchains that enables
worldwide participation in Web3.0
with low fees while maintaining
decentralization.
The protocol can scale horizontally
to accommodate more users as
network demand grows. This dynamic
scalability paves the way for the
next billion users to participate in
blockchain based commerce.

interoperable multi-chain network with
trust-less cross-chain interoperability.
Traditional Layer 1s are struggling
to provide adequate scalability
resulting in high fees or centralization.
By providing an innovative and
scalable multi-chain solution, Quai
Network is the first decentralized
blockchain that can truly scale for
worldwide adoption.

Quai’s design utilizes a new concept
called Hierarchical Merged Mining
(HMM). HMM allows miners to secure
many chains at once while creating an
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Proof of Work 2.0

Bitcoin’s Proof-of-Work algorithm has remained infallible for more than 12 years, offering the
only objective, apolitical mechanism for co-ordination and co-operation at a global scale.
Quai Network has introduced a new consensus mechanism called Proof-of-Work 2.0 (PoW2)
which addresses environmental concerns by being the most energy-efficient and decentralized
consensus mechanism to date.

Quai’s novel hierarchal longest
chain rule (HLCR) coupled with PoW
blockchains creates a new consensus
mechanism known as Proof-of-Work
2.0 (PoW2). PoW2 is able to reuse
hash power multiple times while
securing the multi-chain hierarchy.
This reduces the computational
cost of running a blockchain while
simultaneously increasing throughput
which maximizes efficiency. Ultimately,
PoW2 is far more energy-efficient per
transaction than any alternative.

Proof-of-Stake can appear to be an
appealing alternative because it
supposedly consumes less energy.
However, PoS reintroduces politics
to money, hiding its true cost. Fiat
money, which is the best example
of PoS, requires a global imperialist
hegemony reinforced by the military
industrial complex. This ultimately
masks the externalities of PoS, like
monetary systems, which are paid via
perpetual inflation, destruction of real
value, and spilling of blood.

“Quai Network desires to be the first
carbon-nuetral Proof-of-Work blockchain
through incentivizing renewable energy
mining and the use of offsetting carbon
credits.”
Alan Or wick CEO of Dominant Strategies
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M e rge d Min in g

Merged Mining
Merged mining is the process of securing multiple blockchains with one miner. The earliest
example of merged mining is BitDNS, or Namecoin, which allows miners to secure both the
Bitcoin network and Namecoin.

In 2010 Satoshi described the
theoretical possibility that a blockchain
could be a “completely separate
network and separate blockchain, yet
share CPU power with Bitcoin.” This
would allow the theoretical chain to
inherit security and decentralization
from Bitcoin without requiring
dedicated miners through what is now
known as merged mining.
Quai Network utilizes the concept of
merged mining to secure an entirely
new network of blockchains. Instead
of having Bitcoin as a parent chain and
relying on it for security, Quai Network
has its own parent chain (the Prime
chain) which secures the many other
chains beneath it.
Combining merged mining with the
concept of modularity, Quai Network
provides drastic improvements in
throughput over monolithic chains
without necessitating layer 2
solutions. In addition, Quai Network
is horizontally scalable, meaning that
additional chains can be created to
meet network demands.
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Qu ai Arch ite ctu re

Quai Network is a network of 13 chains, divided into the Prime Chain, 3 Region Chains, and 9
Zone Chains. This new network architecture enables greater capacity while maintaining
composability, interoperability, and decentralization.

Quai organizes itself into a 3×3
hierarchical structure of chains. A
blockchain is either a Prime, Region,
or Zone chain and has unique
characteristics and utility. Quai will
launch with the single Prime chain,
3 Region chains, and 9 Zone chains,
and will be horizontally scalable
based on network demand.
The Prime chain utilizes a hashing
algorithm that is shared across
subordinate chains. The network
hierarchy is formed from 3 tiers of
blockchains: Prime, Region, and
zones. The lower chains (i.e. Region
and Zones) have a higher throughput
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and lower difficulty than the Prime
chain.
Each Region chain is a step up in the
hierarchy from the Zone chains. Zone
chains have the highest throughput
and TPS capacity, making them
ideal for day-to-day transactions,
contracts, and interactions. Similar to
how miners choose a Region chain to
mine, they also choose a subordinate
Zone chain to mine as well. Thus,
each miner ends up mining three
chains: the Prime chain, one of the
three Region chains, and one of the
nine Zone chains.
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Qu ai Arch ite ctu re

This 3D diagram displays an abstracted web of block hierarchy. The visualization depicts the
architecture surrounding Prime blocks.

Quai Network’s functionality revolves around the singular Prime Chain, mined
by all Quai Network miners. Coincident blocks link all chains which enables crosschain state transfers as well as periodic pegging of all chains to the Prime Chain’s
total work.
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In order to create a seamless user experience, Quai Network’s modular chains have
native interoperability. Transactions and smart contracts in one chain can easily send to
or receive from contracts in other chains.

One of Quai’s most exciting
innovations is the ability to support
decentralized cross-chain contracts
and transactions. The modular
nature of Quai makes it possible for
smart contracts and transactions to
be deployed and referenced on
all chains. For example, a smart
contract deployed on one of the
Region chains (eg. Hydra) could
be invoked/referenced by a smart
contract on a completely unrelated
Zone chain (eg. Cyprus 1),
fully maintaining composability
throughout the network.
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The ability for all Quai chains to
natively interact has the potential
to alleviate many of the scalability
problems experienced by L1s as well
as crowding, siloing, and liquidity
fragmentation issues in L2s. This
enables a seamless user experience
throughout the Quai Network.
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E V M Compatability

Quai Network is fully EVM compatible allowing any Solidity contract to be easily ported
and deployed.

Quai Network recognizes that the vast majority of blockchain-focused
developers are familiar with the EVM ecosystem. Quai Network was
built with EVM compatibility to allow simple redeployment of existing Dapps
and contracts.
By remaining EVM compatible, Quai Network makes the process of building
on Quai as accessible as possible. As developers are the backbone of a Layer
1’s retail value proposition, Quai also plans to introduce out a variety of
developer incentives to further encourage building projects on Quai Network.
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